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ABSTRACT  OF THESIS

INTEffEHTIONS  VITH  OLDER  ADULTS  KITH  HOARDING  BEHAVIORS

LIVING  IN  GARBAGE  HOUSES

Nethodology  Exploratory  Study

Henry  J  Schoonver

April  14  1995

The  purpose  of  this  study  was  to  explore  what

intervent'ions  are  bexn@  used  on  older  adults  l:ivin[  in

what  are  described  as  Jarbale  houses This  study

interviewed  seven  human  service  profess:ionals  to  find

hog  they  intervened  what  techniques  they  used,  and  what

theoretical  orxentations  influenced  the:ir  intervention

choices  With  the  help  of  art:icles  in  the  lxterature  and

the  f:rndxn@s  from  the  respondents  xntervxewed  in  thxs

study  a hypothes:is  was developed  emphas'izxn@  the

systems  perspective  and  problem  solvxn[  method

to  establish  a  theoretical  construct  for  an

intervent:ion  The  xnterventxon  recommended  gould  vary

accordind  to  the  xndxv:idual  cl:ient  S need  but  include

short  and lon[  term  xntervent:ion  strategies  and Joals
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Chapter  I Introduction

The  purpose  of  this  research  was  to  find  out  how  human

service  professionals  gork  gith  older  adult  clients  who  live

in  ghat  are  popularly  known  as  '[arba[e  houses For  the

purposes  of  th:is  study  the  term  "ygtrbage  house"  shall  refer

to  a dgellxn@  with  possessions  of food  or non-food  items  :in

the  l:ivinq  areas  of  the  dwell:in@  These  possessioris  T.7111

have  accumulated  to  such  a  degree  that  they  constxtute  a

health  hazard  fire  hazard  or  :impede  the  resident  s

movement  from  room  to  room

The  term  "@arbade  house"  is not  this  author  s term  It

js  a  term  coined  by  the  print  media  which  will  be  used  :in

this  study  due  to  a  lack  of  a  less  derogatory  term  bexn[

available  at  the  present  time  It  IS  t}te  hope  of  tli'is

research  that  a  less  pe.)oratxve  term  will  be  developed  soon

In  addition  to  asking  the  question  hog  the  respondents

worked  w:ith  the  indentified  population  this  research  study

tried  to  describe  exactly  hhat  human  serv:ice  professionals

are  doxnd  and why they  are  choosin[  those  particular  types

of  intervpnt.ions

AS  this  researcher  has  worked  over  the  years  vith  older

adults  l:ivinH  in  'garbade  houses' this  researcher  has  found

that  older  adult  clients  human  service  professxona:L's

workxn@  with  them  and  health  offic:ials  gho  en'force  the

ordxnances  seem  to  disagree  on  what  caused  the  bu:ild  up  of

debr:is The  human  service  professional  may  have  a  model
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that  is  based  on  a  psychological  or  sociological  theory.

The  client  may  feel  their  situation  was  caused  by  a health

conditj.on  or  some  ot}ier  situation  outside  their  coritrol.

The  health  inspector  may  feel  the  client  is  ' crazy  or  ,just

sloppy  One  thing  all  of  these  perspectives  have  in  common

is  that  they  all  are  reinforced  by  the  owner  of  that

perspecitive  s  belief  system.  The  psychologist  believes  that

a pS  'J  C !'lJl  Og  j  Oal  fhe0r  'j  e:<p  1a  jnS  f. kle  11t':] ard  ln  ,d  5 ehav  jOr  . T h e

client  believes  his  brother  leavinJ  all  his  materials  in the

client's  house  and then  leavind  town  explains  the  mess.  And

the  health  inspector  believes  the  person  is  a  lazy  slob

because  all  the  possessions  lyind  around  could  easily  be

picked  up.  Because  of  the  variety  of  opinions  and  situations

around  the  reasons  for  the  accumulated  iteras,  it  is  not  hard

to  believe  that  the  literature  search  for  this  study  found

little  literature  available  on  what  causes  hoarding

behaV  ior,.  and  eVelTh  LEES  elnplr  ical  resea:t'Oh  tO  stlppCir  j:  an7

theory  on  how  to  intervene  in  these  situations.

Older  adults  who  live  alone  in  urban  communities  face

many  challenges  as  they  age.  The  loss  of  a  partner  and

friends,  failing  health,  reduced  income,  adism,  medical

expenses,  transportation  problems,  social  isolation,  and

difficulty  manaJin@  their  own  activities  of daily  living  are

just  a feg  of the  possible  challendes  they  face.  The

complexity  and scope  of these  challendes  often  make  it

impossible  for  human  service  professionals  to  provide  them
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with  a  quick  fix.  Never  is  this  more  evident  than  in  the

cases  of  older  adults  who  live  in  what  are  popularly

described  in  the  media  as  "da.rba[e  houses"  These  "garbage

houses"  are  often  presented  sensationally  by  the  print

media,  and

community

often  the  questions  asked  by  the  journalism

focus  more  on  why  these  clients  ended  up  in  the

they  did  rather  than  on  what  could  be  done  to  help

The  cases  that  make  the  papers  and  electroriic  media

are  often  the  most  draphic  and shocking  environments  that

present  the  most  impact  when  captured  by  video  cameras.

It  WaS  L'he  intent  of  this  researcher  to  focus  on  rxhat  is

being  done  with  older  adult  clients  livin@  in  "darba@e

houses"  Very  little  effort  was  spent  in  this  re:;,:rrt-.t'i  on

trying  to  come  up rqith  @eneral  theories  on  what  causes

hoardin@  behavior  and  "Jarba@e  hoiises"  Instead  the

researcher  explored  the  interventions  social  workers  and

other  human  service  professionals  have  used  in  the  field  or

in  therapy  with  these  older  adult  clients.

This  exploration  led  to  a  collection  of  data  on  the

different  kinds  of  interventions  bein[  used,  and  which

interventions  were  most  effective.  As  the  data  was  analyzed,

some  understandings  emerged  on  why  a  set  of  particular

interventions  were  more  effective  than  others.  This

research  uncovered  what  is  being  done  in  the  field  with

these  clients,  and synthesized  the  data  into  a gorkinJ

hypothesis.  To begin  understandin[  why darbaJe  houses  exist
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was not  the  ioal  of this  research,  but  finding  out  why human

service  practitioner  did  what  they  did  is  one  of  the

questions  this  study  answered.

The  primary  implication  for  human  service  professionals

was  that  this  research  mould  share  information  on  how  to

work  With  the  client  to  help  them  achieve  their  desired

doal.  The  interviews  in  this  study  provided  data  on how the

professional  en@ages  the  client  and target  systems,  not  case

studies  of  the  clients  themselves.  Tkie  analysis  of  the  data

focused  on  these  strategies  and  the  professionalas

observations  about  how  well  their  interventions  worked  in

achieving  the  desired  outcome.  The  discussion  section

includes  a  proposed  hypothesis  based  on  the  data  from  this

exploratory  study  on  interventions  and  the  theoretical

perspective  behind  them.  In  addition  the  limitations  and

implications  for  further  research  are  discussed.  AS  reported

in  the  followin@  chapter,  there  is  plenty  of  room  for

farther  research  in  this  area.

('J:'j-El:it!On  of   

Some  key  definitions  need  to  be  stated  here  before

continuin@  gith  the  text  of  this  study.  As  stated  earlier,

1.  Garbage  house:  A dwelling  with  possessions  of  food  or

non-food  items  in the  livin@  areas  of  the  dgellin@.  These

passessions  gill  have  accumulated  to  such  a a decree  within

these  livin,g  spaces  that  they  constitute  a  health  hazard,

fire  hazard,  or create  difficulty  movinJ  from  room  to  room.
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It  is  also  significant  to  note  that  when  the  term  Harbage

htiuse  is  used,  it  may  refer  to  an  apartment  or  efficiency  as

well  as  a  house.

2. Hoardin5j:  A behavior  of savinl  possessions  in areas

within  the  dvellind  or  property  occupied  by the  inhabitant.

3.  Older  Adult:  Will  refer  to  anyone  age  55 years  or  older.

4.  Hunan  Service  Professional:  Any  person  with  the  title  of

social  worker,  case  tqorker,  counselor,  psychiatrist,

psycholodist,  Or  service  coordinator-

5.  Intervention  Exaaple:  Similar  to  a  case  example,  t}iis

term  refers  to  the  stratedies  and  techniques  that  here

applied  to  the  problem  by  the  client  and  human  service

professional.

Also,  for  the  purposes  of  this  study  the  author  focused

on older  adults  that  have  not  lieen  actively  abusin@

chemicals  at  the  time  of  their  contact  gith  the  human

service  professionals.
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Chapter  II:  Literature  Reviev

A  revieg  of  the  literature  an  older  adult  clients  vith

hoarding  behaviors  or  "@arba@e  houses"  produced  sparse

results.  Tiiis  chapter  consists  of  three  main  sectjrins.  The

first  section  of  this  search  looks  at  the  local  print  media.

These  negspaper  articles  help  us  to Jet  an  idea  of how these

situations  are  defined  and  vieged  by  our  communities,  and

how  they  are  dealt  with  by  health,  law,  and  legal  officials.

Then  there  is  a  section  based  on  social  work  and  sociology

,journals.  This  section  discusses  older  adults  dwellinz  in

substandard  housin[  or  older  adults  gho  are  homeless  iri

situations  similar  to  the  hoasin@  arises  experieced  by  the

identified  population  in  this  study.  The  third  section  in

this  chapter  is  based  on  the  information  available  on

hoarding  behavior  in the  psycholody  literature,  which  did

not  focus  on  older  adults.

E

Occasionally  people  livin@  in  darba(ge  houses  have  beeri

exposed  to  the  print  media.  Some  cases  have  received  a

Hreat  deal  of  publicity,  especially  when  they  have  led  to

litidation  or  leJislat.ion.  Recently  two  cases  in  the  Twin

Cities  led  to  these  outcomes  and  were  covered  extensively-

The  first  case  involved  a  tqoman  in  Minneapolis  who  was

convicted  and sentenced  to 35 days  in ,jail  and @iven  a $70CI

dollar  fine.  She was charmed  with  havinJ  darbaqe  piled  in
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her  taouse  and  yard  ghich  was  said  to  violate  a Minneapolis

ordiriarice  which  requires  homes  to  be  clean  and  sanitary.  The

woman  appealed  the  decision  all  the  way  to  the  Minnesota

Supreme  Court,  where  the  conviction  was  upheld  on  April  4,

1992.  While  the  story  did  not  indicate  if  this  woman  was  an

older  adult  or  not,  it  seemed  to  illustrate  both  the  length

that  the  resident  of  the  home  will  go  to  hold  on  to  her

possessions,  and  the  seriousness  vith  ghich  the  community

and  the  legal  system  views  these  homes  ELS  a  threat  ("court

reinstates",  Minneapolis  Star-Tribune.  4-24-92).

In  1988  city  authorities  discovered  a  family  of  six

livind  in approximately  18 tons  of @arbade.  This  case

highlighted  awareness  of  the  problem  and  led  the  City  of

Sl.Paul  to  pass  an  ordinance  allowing  inspection  of  any  }tome

to  check  for  unsanitary  conditions.  A  city  counailman  was

quoted  in  the  article  as  callin@  these  inspectors  "care  swat

teams",  tqhose  doal  is  to  [et  social  workers  into  these  homes

ear:Ly  so  that  social  vorkers  can  untangle  the  mess  (Foley,

!'finneapolis  Star-Tribune.  2-6-89).  This  article  also  zave

severa1  experf  oplnlOnS  ori  Whaf  OauSeS  fhe  peC.ple  ln  f.heSe

homes  to  hoard  possessions,  and  what  can  be  done  about  it.

One  interesting  theory  was  voiced  by  psychiatrist  Dr.  David

Hedlund,  who  labeled  clients  who  live  in  these  types  of

homes  "obsessive  compulsive  savers"  He  felt  that  savinq  is

a problem  solviJ  strategy  for  these  people,  and because  it

is  not  a successful  strategy,  the  problem  does  not  g,o  away
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and  these  clients  respond  by savind  more.  Dr.  Hedlund  said

there  were  a number  of  medications  that  were  helpful,  and

expressed  the  belief  that  helpind  the  client  clean  out  their

home  is  only  a  temporary  solution  (Foley,  Hinneapolis  Star-

, 2-6-89).

In  January  of  1994  the  (:,ij;3   published  an article

with  a  alternative  point  of  view.  This  article  was  an

expose  on  Minneapolis  city  health  inspectors  and  the  way

they  intervened  on  residents  who  lived  in  garbage  houses.

The  author  accused  the  inspectors  of  harassing  residents  and

sta.ted  t!ie  i'ospectors  !7ere  abusin@  their  potqer  ia order  to

@et  Lhe  residents  tci  nlOVe  aWa7.  Some of the  anecdotai

examples  in  this  article  involved  elderly  clients.  Many  of

these  people,  accordin@  to  the  author  S point  of view,  were

inspected  by  city  inspectors  without  the  "due  process"  of

receivin@  a report  that  there  was a problem  before  makind  a

visit.  There  were  no  examples  mentioned  in  this  article

where  social  workers  had  dotten  involved  to  intervene  on the

behalf  of  the  client.  Instead  the  author  describes

situations  where  people  S  houses  are  condemned  and  the

residents  are  forced  out  on  the  streets  with  their

possessions  (Vodel,  c  y 1-26-94).

One  article  which  did  mention  interventions  used  by

social  gorkers  was  found  in  the  Minneapolis  Star-Tribune

in  June  of  1992.  (Wolfe,  Hinneapolj's  Star-Tribune,  6-1-92y

p.lE)  In  this  article,  which  focused  on  elderly  adults
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living  in darbage  houses,  one person  was used  as a case

exannple  The  story  included  an  intervier'i  with  a Bloomin@ton

social  service  agency  which  helps  older  adults.  A social

vorker  talked  about  interventive  techniques  hith  older

clients  which  try  to  be  as  respectful  as  possible.  One

t.echnique  irivolved  vorkin@  TA?ith health  officials  in a  "Jood

cop  bad  cop"  scenario  lO  r.iatiipulate  a  client  who  is  not

interested  in  cleaning  up  their  dgellin@  to  accept  services

to  help  get  it  cleaned  up.  This  technique  was  only  used  on

clients  who  could  not  be  persuaded  to  clean  up  their

dwellin[  voluntarily.  This  strategy  was  used  by  their  agency

when  the  house  had  been  determined  to  be  a  health  or  fire

hazard.  This  story  also  reported  that  most  of  the  older

adults  in  these  situations  could  not  be  persuaded  to

voluntarily  accept  help  until  they  were  threatened  with

a0n'jeitiriaf,jCin  Or  eVlOflOn.  HoT4ever,  f,here  WaS  nO  empir  ical

data  cited  to  back  up  that  statement.  This  newspaper  article

was  significant  however,  because  it  was  the  only  article  of

any  kind  that  this  researcher  found  which  dealt  specifically

with  interventions  bein@  used  with  older  adults  livin@  in

darbade  houses.  This  article  mentioned  the  fear  older  adults

in these  dwelling  have  of  beini  discovered  and

institutionalized,  and  mentioned  the  option  of

conservatorship  for  older  adults  as  a  way  to  intervene  in

dettin@  their  live  and  homes  back  in  order.

9



Sociolo!v  a.nd    Litera.ture:

While  the  print  media  offers  little  insight  into  how  to

intervene  with  older  adults  living  in  garbage  houses,  the

professional  literature  does  not  fare  much  better  in

providin@  insight  on  interventions.  The social  work  and

sociolody  literature  tends  to  look  at similar  problems  and

populations,  like  older  adults  who  are  at  risk  of  bein[

homeless.  The  psycholody  literature  does  not  look  at  the

older  adults  specifically,  but  does  have  a  handful  of

articles  that  study  hoardin[  behavior  and  causes  for  it.

A study  by  Kie[her  and  Greenblatt  (1992)  on  elderly

homeless  in  Chicago  is  relevsnt  to  this  researcli  topic

because  it  attempted,  throulh  rigorous  interviewin@  and

follow-ups,  to  assess  what  kind  of  problems  lead  to

homelessness  amon@  the  elderly.  One  of  the  problems  they

identified  was  termed  as  "deplorable  housin[  conditions"

(p.458).  While  the  term  'deplorable  gas  never  defined  in

in  this  sLudy,  it  is  probable  that  a  portion  of  tricse  older

adults  came  from  darba@e  houses.  This  study  discussed  three

catedories  of  homelessness  ghich  had  bseo  identified  in

previous  studies,  then  added  a  fourth  group  of  elderly

homeless  that  was  primarily,"people  who  are  inadequately  and

tenuously  housed  or  in  deteriorated  or  unsafe  conditions  and

are at eminent  risk  of eviction  or  self  endanderment.  They

are  often  served  before  they  become  dishoused  or  visible  to

the  public."  (Kei[her  and  Greenblatt,  1992,  p.  458).
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This  study  also  said  low  income  and  reduced  cognitive

abilities  were  the  most  powerfully  correlating  explanations

of  actual  homelessness,  rhhile  social  support  from  families

or  agencies  seemed  to  have  little  effect  on  preventing  the

crisis  or  solvind  the  problem  that  led  to  homelessness.  It

was  significant  that  this  newly  identified  fourth  droup

often  did  not  see  the  problem  that  led  to  emergency

placement  qet  resolved,  even  after  they  returned  to  their

home  or  new  home.  (KeiJher  and  Greenblatt,  1992).

Another  study  also  focused  on  the  elderly  homeless  in

Ch:icado.  This  study  indicated  +.hat  13% of  the  homeless

interviewed  in  the  study  had  homes  available  to  them,  but

tl"iese  homes  were  uninhabitable  due  to  deplorable  living

conditions,  or  utility  shut-offs  (Keizher  and  Kutza,  1991).

This  study  also  showed  that  of  the  recently  homeless  older

adults  who  had  been  dangerously  housed,  45%  of  the  women  and

31%  of  the  men  had  been  described  as  "obviously  confused"  by

the  interviewers  (p.290).  These  numbers  are  important

because  they  su!ffest  that  there  is  a population  of  elderly

adults  livin@  in  deplorable  housin[  conditions  who  are  at

risk  for  some  kind  of  housing  crises  due  to  t.hose

conditions.  For  this  population,  which  the  authors  described

as "frail,  confused,  and  homeless",  there  are  two  types  of

interventions.  One  is cate@orized  as  emer@ency  intervention,

which  intervenes  in  a  crises  to  help  the  client  fulfill

their  immediate  needs  or  to  resolve  a  housing  problem.  The
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second  type  of  intervention  is  for  helpin@  clients  with

homes  or  who  just  lost  homes  to  [et  reestablished  in  homes.

The Joal  of these  interventions  are  to try  to get  the  client

resources  to prevent  the  situation  from  happenind  again

The  implication  for  this  study  is  that  perhaps  a multiple

interventive  stratedy  is  necessary  to help  the  older  adult

client  population  who  are  the  focus  of  this  study.

One  type  of  intervention  used  for  people  in  a  hoasin@

arises  is  described  in  an  article  by  William  Curcio  (1989).

This  article  described  a  mediation  process  which  attempts  to

resolve  tenant  vs.  landlord  disputes  ghich  otherwise  might

result  in  court  up-held  evictions.  The  strategies  su@'@ested

for  mediatin@  may  or  may  not  be  effective  with  the  older

adult  clients  who  are  the  focus  of  this  study.  However,  the

role  of  mediator  may be an  important  part  of advocatind  for

the  client  of a "Jarbage  house"  dwellin@  that  is  needed  the

most.  AS noted  in the  article  by Vodel  (  J1-24-94),

maxiy  of  these  clients  feel  like  they  have  been  abused  by

health  inspectors  or  the  criminal  justice  system.  Perhaps

the  same  mediation  techniques  described  by  Curcio  (1989)

would  be  effective  in  working  with  the  client  system  and

target  system.

Curcio  s  (1989)  mediation  techniques  are  used  in  a

court  referred  type  of  arbitration  where  the  mediator

potentially  has  legitimate  legal  power  over  both  parties.

However,  in  the  case  of  human  service  professionals
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advocating  for  garbage  house  clients,  their  authority  may  be

more  linnited,  thus  reducinJ  the  likelihood  of  a mediation

being  successful  or  binding.  Indeed,  in  a  study  (Barker,

Mitteness,  and  Wood,  1988)  focusing  on  relationships  betveen

elderly  tenants  and  residential  managers,  most  building

manaders  were  more  likely  to evict  or push  for  a different

livin@  situation  for  their  elderly  tenant  when  an uncommon

health  problem  emerJed  which,  "jeopardized  community  living"

(p.  610).  This  tendancy  to  evict  would  seem  to  indicate  a

p r  eni  j  S e Jn  j:. fee  li:i u j.l  tj l  I-i ,o a fflan  a@ e r  S !J e [A 1 S 1 0!'l  iilal<  ln  9  Wl'le  r  e f  !le

potential  health  or  safety  risks  to  the  other  tenants  out

weighed  the  rights  of  the  elderly  tenant  to  live  in  the

style  they  choose.

Psvcholoffv  Literature:

Within  the  context  of  this  literature  search,  several

professional  journal  articles  were  also  found  ghich  talked

about  the  phenomena  of hoardind  behavior  or  "pack  rat"

behavior  iri  humans.  All  of  these  articles  were  found  within

the  psychology  literature,  and  dealt  more  with  what  causes

or motivates  hoardin@  behavior  than  interventions  used  to

combat  it.

An article  appearinz  in  PsvOhOloaV  Td  bV  LVnda  W.

Warren  arid Jorinae  C.  Ostrom  (1988)  focused  on describin@  the

"pack  rat"  clients  they  have  served.  They  described  these

"pack  rats"  as  "those  who  collect,  save,  or  hoard

insatiably,  often  with  only  the  value  rationale  that  the
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items  may  someday  be  useful.  And  because  they  rarely  ginnoti

what  they  save,  it  @rows and grows"  (Warren  and Ostrom  1988,

p . 58  ) .

This  article  also  points  out  that  while  there  is

little  in  the  psychology  literature  that  focuses  on  "pack

rat"  behavior,  the  kind  of  hoarding  that  "pack  rats"  do  is

described  as  a  trait  of  people  with  obsessive  compulsive

behavior  (OCD).  (Warren  and  Ostrum,  1988).  Hoardin@

behavior  is  described  as  one  of  the  eight  criteria  used  to

diagnose  OCD  in  the  Diagnostic  and  Statistical  Manual  of

Mental  Disorders  (4th  ed.  ).

Warren  and  Ostrom  (1988)  identified  four  main  reasons

their  clients  [ave  for  their  hoardind  of  possessions.  They

were  sentimental  attachment,  possible  future  need,  potential

value,  and  lack  of  damage  or  wear.  The  authors  felt  these

reasons  offered  insight  into  their  clients  hoardin@

behaviors,  and  exposed  these  clients  as  people  vho  have  a

hard  time  makind  a decision  on vhat  to  throw  agay.  To  avoid

the  anxiety  ;qs'sociateti  tviLli  possibly  makinJ  tlie  wrong

decision,  their  clients  rationalized  their  hoardin[  by usin@

one  or  more  of  the  above  "reasons"  Although  the  rest  of  the

article  is  full  of  anecdotal  descriptions  of  "pack  rat"

clients,  the  authors  do end the  article  by askinl  for  more

studies  to  answer  the  deeper  questions  of  why  this  behavior

starts,  when  it  begins  to  develop,  and  how  the  behavior

could  ever  be chanted.
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One  study  attempts  to  try  to  answer  the  questions  of

when  hoardin[  behavior  starts  and  shed  some  light  On  why  it

starts.  This  study  by  Frost  and  Gross  (1993)  incorporated

three  separate  surveys  and  samples.  This  study  found  that  a

Hoardin@  Behavior  Scale  developed  by the  authors  was  found

to  be  reliable  and  valid  when  tested  with  a control  @roup.

It  a'iso  found  that  certain  aspects  cf  the  Htiardiri@  Beiiavior

Scale  was  scored  high  on  by  people  who  also  sicored  high  on  a

test  measurinH  for  obsessive  compulsive  disorder  traits.

When  they  broke  down  the  scale,  they  found  that  hoardin[  is

associated  with  the  "maladapted  evaluation  concern

components  of  perfectionism  and  indecisiveness."  AS  Frost

a!lt'  Gr  0  S S  <:19  !9. 3 ) p O l?'.  f  C'.tl 'e. ,, f  )Th l  S  C 01-i  O nu  S 1(]]  C' 0 r  r  O b O r  a  f  e S

T,+Jarren  and  Ostrum  s  (1988)  assertion  that  "pack  rats"  can

not  decide  about  when  to  throw  somethind  away.  (Frost  and

Gross,  1993,  p.  272).  Frost  and  Gross  (1'393)  also  seemed  to

indicate  that  self-identified  hoarders  used  as  subjects  in

their  study  scored  high  on  questions  which  stated  "future

need"  as a reason  for  not  throwin@  something  away  (p.374J'.

This  f'ature  need  factor  again  was  also  @iven  as  one  of  the

main  reason  S  people  kept  things  in  the  Warren  and  Ostrum

(1988)  article.

One  findin@  of  the  Frost  and  Gross  (1993)  study  which

was  of  particular  importance  to  this  study  was  that  material

deprivation  was  not  related  any  more  to  hoarders  than

nonhoarders.  This  conclusion  gould  seem  to  refute  the
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theory  that  this  @eneration  of  older  adults,  who were

children  or yound  adults  during  the  Depression,  became

hoarders  because  they  had  so  little  growind  up  as  su[[ested

by  Adams  (1973).  The  study  did  find  that  91% of  self

identified  hoarders  reported  starting  their  behaviors  by the

time  they  were  24  years  old.  This  conclusion  seems  to  refute

'e. t'le 'e. 2The 0 r  7 'e. 118. ',  0 :fC' e r all  l! l  ',  S "a7}li) JThO ar  ij !:i eJ' all  f  Jla f p r  O C e S S

later  in  life  due  to  many  possible  different  challenges  that

@o alon[  with  akin@  in our  society.

So  while  the  Frost  and  Gross  (1993)  study  is  very

important  in  discnssin[  w!iy  hoarders  behave  the  way  they  do,

it  does  little  to  help  us  understand  what,  if  any,  role

a[ing  has  in  this  hoardind  process.  The study  also  does  not

investigate  the  severity  of  the  self-identified  hoarder  s

accumulation  to  let  us  know whether  they  are  actually  livin@

in dwellinds  stuffed  to  the  point  where  they  would  be

similar  to  this  author  s present  definition  of  [arbaJe

house.  Frost  and  Gross  (1993)  do  contribute  empirical  data

to  the  literature  on  human  hoardin@  behavior  which  until

then  had been  mostly  anecdotal  reportin@.  But  they  do not

brin@  up  the  subject  of  interventions  with  these  hoarders,

which  is  primarily  what  this  study  is  interested  in.

Another  study  in  the  psychology  literature  that

approaches  the  problem  from  a  psychoanalytic  framework  is

Greenber['s  study  on  compulsive  hoardin[  (1987).  The  four

case  studies  presented  in  this  article  dave  anecdotal
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evidence  that  "compulsive  hoarders"  become  SO  consumed  with

hoardxng  that  :it  affected  their  relat:ionships  Furthermore

all  four  sub)eats  in  the  case  studxes  also  showed  res:istance

to  therapy  and  diminished  insidht  into  the:ir  problems  Whxle

none  of  the  cases  showed  any  diagnosed  psychotxc  symptoms

the  sub,;lects  also  did  not  make  any  attempt  to  curb  their

hoardin@  behaviors  (Greenber[  1987  p 409)

There  were  two  places  Greenber[  (1987)  and  Frost  and

Gross  (1993)  dxsa@reed  and  even  contrad:icted  each  other  The

first  factor  on whxch  there  was  no  adreement  was  :in on-set

age of the  hoardxnH  behavxor While  91%  of  Frost  and  Gross

(1993)  subjects  reported  startin@  their  hoard:ink  before  24

years  of ag,e and E)6% of their  sub3ects  stated  the:ir  hoardin[

started  :in  cli:ildhood  GreenberJ  s (1978)  four  cases  all

:iden"ified  their  behavior  as be[xnnin@  :in  their  mid

twentxes  The  other  area  of  contradictxon  was  in  that  of

xnsxJht  Si.nce  Frost  and Gross  (1993)  used  sub3ects  in  their

study  on  hoardxnH  who  responded  to  a newspaper  ad  and  were

self  identified  as  hoarders  it  seems  that  these  people  were

not  in  den:ial  that  they  had  hoard:ing  behav:iors However

Greenberg  (1978)  contends  that  one  of  the  most  important

fxnding>  of his  case  studies  IS  that  they  all  lacked  :ins:iHht

rnto  thexr  problem  w:ith  hoard:ind  Since  neither  study  was

done g:ith  randomly  sampled  sublects  it  IS  imposs:ible  to  say

wh:ich  f:indin@s  are  more  valid
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Chapter  III:  Hethodology

The  main  questions  this  study  tried  to  ansher  were:

how  are  human  service  professionals  intervenini  with  their

older  adult  clients  living  in  "@arbade"  houses?  What  kinds

of  interventions  are  they  usin@,  and  why  did  they  chocse

those  interventions?  To  investigate  these  questions  this

researcher  did  an  exploratory  study  by  interviewing  human

service  professionals  gho  work  gith  older  adults.  The  data

@athered  ansriered  these  questions,  and  led  to  a hypothes:s

for  workin[  with  older  adults  in  "darbaJe"  houses.  This

study  could  a1.so  be  characterized  as  multiple  base  line

design,  as  it  examined  interventions  in  different  settings

witli  dif'ferent  professiona  IS  and  their  clients.

la

The  sample  size  was  seven  human  service  professionals.

There  gas  also  another  respondent  in  the  study  used  to  pre-

test  the  interview.  The  sample  for  this  study  was  drawn  by

usin@  a combination  of three  different  non-random  samplind

techniques.

The  first  technique  was  a  sample  of  convenience,  as  the

first  three  or  four  respondents  were  all  human  service

professionals  that  this  researcher  knew  and  was  agare  of

their  work  with  older  adults.  These  initial  respondents  then

referred  ti"'iis  researr;rier  to  hamari  service  professionals  they

had  heard  of  or  met  who  also  !iad  experience  in  the  areas  of

interest  to  this  study.  This  referral  process  is  known  as
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snowball  sampl:in@  but  also  would  fall  under  the  category  of

theoret:ical  purposive  sampling

Conf  :identxalitv

The  tardet  population  of th:is  research  is not  the

people  dt=iellind  :in  these  Jarba@e  houses  but  rather  the

human  serv:ice  professionals  that  serve  them  To  protect

these  older  adults  the  respondents  clients  remaxned

arionymous  to  this  researcher To  xnsure  the  l:ikelihood  of

this  protect:ion  the  respondent  s  were  asked  to  review  all

case  files  they  may  refer  to  before  the  interview  began

They  were  cautioned  not  to  brin[  files  to  the  xnterv:iew  or

t.o  identify  their  clients  in  any  way  durin@  the  actual

interview  While  the  professionals  t.rho  responded  to  this

study  were  known  to  the  researcher  the  study  does  not

reveal  their  identities The  interview  records  were  kept  in

a  lcicked  file  g:rtii  a  couibinatiori  knogn  only  tc  this

researcher Records  of  the  interview  which  may  :i.dentrfy  the

respondents  will  be  destroyed  no  later  than  June  30th  1995

Collect.ion

In-depth  xnterviews  were  conducted  to  explore  this

study  s  topic  and  bu:ild  a  hypothesis  These  xntervxews

var:ied  from  45  to  90  minutes  The  respondents  in  thxs  study

were  contacted  initially  by  phone  at  which  t:ime  they  vere

@xven  the  opportun:ity  to  take  time  to  think  about  whether

they  wish  to  partic:ipate  or  not  If  they  agreed  to

particxpate  they  gere  rem:inded  about  client  anonynnity  and
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to not  brin@  case  files  to the intervieg.  A time  for  the

interview  was  set  up  that  was  convenient  to  the

respondent,  at  their  work  place  if  necessary.

The  questionnaire  (appendix  B)  was  divided  into  four

parts:  demo@raphics,  interventions,  theoretical  backgrounds,

and  professional  attitudes.  The  questionnaire  was  pre-

f  e S f  eCi j.n  0 rder  f  O lde!l  flf  7  aTpykWar  d l  'j  War!j  e'j '4 u e S t  'i Ori  S ar'id

iir'ike  sure  the  interview  was  not  LOI:) lendthy.  The

questionnaire  contained  a  a  combination  of  open  and  closed

ended  questions.  Except  for  question  25,  all  of  the

questions  in  the  survey  allowed  the  respondents  to  pick  more

than  one  response.  More  than  one  response  was  necessary  due

to  the  complexity  of  the  cases  cited  by  the  respondents.

Several  of  the  questions  in  the  interview  asked  the

respondent  to  elaborate  on  a  particular  situation  of  the

elder  adult  client.  It  was  vital  to  the  study  that

iriformation  re@ardin[  what  gas  bein@  done,  how  the

respondents  were  intervenind,  and why they  gere  choosing

certain  interventions,  as  well  as  the  magnitude,  complexity

and  unique  qualities  of  these  cases  be  expl.ored.  Through

these  in-depth  responses,  it  was  important  to  establish  that

the  respondents  and  their  practices  gere  unique  and  not

necessarily  representative  of  all  practitioners.  This  type

of data  facilitated  the  process  of @eneratin[  a workin[

hypothesis  which  then  could  be  tested  in  further  research.
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Chapter  IT:  Findings

Respondent  Background  Information

A total  of  seven  respondents  gere  interviewed  in  this

study.  Four  of  the  respondents  were  female  and  three  vvgere

male.  Six  of  the  seven  were  Caucasian  and  one  was  African

American.  Four  of  the  respondents  were  social  workers  for

either  private  or  public  agencies,  tho  were  administrators

for  social  service  departments  with  extensive  histories  of

direct  case  work  services  to  clients,  and  one  had  a  job

title  of  a  service  coordinator,  which  is  similar  to  a  case

manager.  Four  of  the  respondents  had  experience  of  one  to

three  years  at  their  current  positions,  while  two  of  the

respondents  had  been  at  their  current  positions  for  four  to

six  years.  Only  one of the  respondents  had been  at her/his

position  for  more  than  10  years.

The  respondents  had  a  variety  of  professional

background  and  educational  backgrounds.  Their  professional

back@rounds  included  youth  work,  social  work,  chemical

dependency  work,  droup  work,  and  workin[  at  residential  and

treatment  facilities  for  diverse  populations.  Five  of

the  seven  respondents  had  educational  backqrounds  which

included  bachelors  and  masters  level  decrees  in  social  work,

social  [erontolo@y,  education,  and  liberal  arts.  TT.TO of  the

respondents  had  not  completed  their  undergraduate  work  at

this  time.  Two  of  the  social  work  respondents  had  obtained

professional  licensures  as  licensed  social  workers  (LISW),
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and  two  were  licensed  clinical  social  workers.  One  of  the

licensed  social  workers  had  a  Masters  deqree  in  education  as

well.

This  study  iricorporated  frequency  distribution  figures

to  illustrate  what  was  found  in  the  intervieh  responses.  A

qualitative  content  analysis  was  also  conducted  to  find

trends  or  lack  of  similarities  in  intervention  techniques.

This  combination  of  qualitative  and  quantitative  data

yielded  results  which  showed  that  establishind  trust  was

listed  as  a i-ii@h  priority  in  a majority  of  these

intervention  examples.  Incorporatin[  a  systems  perspective

in  their  work  gith  these  clients  was  important  in  creatin@  a

successful  intervention.  Data  specifically  focusin[  on  a

variety  of  intervention  strategies  were  also  found.  An

examination  of  the  respondents  theoretical  orientation  and

attitudes  towards  workin[  hith  client's  livin@  in [arbale

houses  showed  a  variety  of  theoretical  perspectives  and

attitudes  with  a majority  of the  respondents  favorind

problem-solvin[  methods  and  psycho-social  theory.  This

chapter  raised  the  question  about  what  the  respondents  and

their  clients  thought  caused  them  to  end  up  living  iri

" g 'a.r5 age  btuSeS  . "  T lle  Sfud7  founCl  fhat  fbe  re  Sp  O'iiCl ei'l  tS  Were

net  ideritifyinJ  oiie theary  tir  cause  for  ghy  a ";arba@e

house  client  ends  up  living  in  accumulated  possessions

and/or  unsanitary  conditions.

In discussin@  intervention  examples  with  these  seven
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One  respondent  stated:

"I  think  for  me  the  systems  approach  is  probably  the
one  I  adhere  to  most...building  a safety  net  around
that  person,  and  tryinJ  to  take  into  account  all  the
resources  they  have  at their  disposal,  and  comin@  at it
at  a  real  broad  based  perspective,  so  that  it
incorporates  as  many  resource  systems  as  possible.  Some
of  them  are  non-traditional  systems,  you  don't
necessarily  think  of  a  paper  boy  or  a  meter  reader  as  a
resource.  [It  im:'orporatesl  also  takinH  into  account
their  cleanliness  needs,  their  family  support  s'ystems
includind  tryinl  to come up with  mechanisms  by whichthe  family  can  be  involved  if  they  have  not  been
involved  in  the  past.  My  vision  is  to  build  a  safety
net  that  is  as  loose  a  weave  as  the  client  dictates.
Sometimes  that  means  havin@  people  come  in every  twogeeks  for  a major  clean-up,  and  in  some  cases  its  the
whole  thind  of daily  homemakers,  home health  aids,
seriior  visitors,  medical  care,  and  the  whole  thinl.  You
have  to  kind  of  tailor  that  net  to  build  the  [reatest
safety  for  tha.t  person  themselves  and  the  rest  of  the
people  in  the  community  they  live  in  while  at  the  same
time  respectind  that  person's  individuality  as much asyou  can.

Another  respondent's  comments  on  using  a  systenns

perspective  articulated  clearly  how  it  can  be  used  by

stating:

actually  a @arba[e  house  system  is  very  balanced
and  my  intervention  is  very  intentional  to  unbalence  it
and  create  a  crisis  SO  it  can  achieve  a  different
balance  in  a  different  sy'stem.  I  then  become  part  of
the  system  and  I  do  not  want  to  be  the  only  healthy
professional.  I  make  it  a  point  to  have  other
professionals  or  family  or  friends  as  a  part  of  that.
Because  my  time  is  limited  gith  that  individual
directly,  and  when  I  leave  I  do  not  want  to  leave  an
unbalanced  system,  I  want  someone  else  to  take  my
place.

Establishin!  Tr

In  addition  to  the  systems  perspective,  the  practice  of

establishing  trust  was  also  stated  as  a  prerequisite  to

intervenin@  with  older  adults  livind  in [arba[e  houses.  All
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seven  of  the  respondents  made  it  very  clear  that  this  was

almost  always  their  first  ob,jective  when  meetin[  a  client.

Often  these  clients  were  in  various  staves  of  bein[  coerced

by health  department  officials,  and Hainin[  trust  allogs  the

client  to feel  as thoudh  someone  empathetic  to  their  needs.

With  this  trustind  relationship  in place,  the

respondents  gere  able  to  work  out  a  mutual  plan  to  resolve

the  clients  situation.  The  respondents  described  a  variety

of ways  of establishind  trust  with  a client,  includind

establishing  a  relationship  with  them  over  multiple  visits,

takinJ  an  advocacy  role  which  allowed  the  client  to  be  the

boss,  beind  sensitive  to what  the  clients  needs  are  and not

,juddin@  them  or  their  surroundings,  treating  the  clients

with  diznity  and  like  "human  beinds"  despite  their

surroundinds.  One  respondent  ghose  agency  often  deals  with

nOil-VO1  un  far7  C11  enfS  SpO  ke  0f  f  h jS  21e eJ  f0r  g jV  j}lg  (:ll  en  tS

dignity  qhen  she//he  stated:

"Even  if  they  detest  and  hate  and  say  things,  I  am  able
to  rise  above  that  kind  of  open  hostility  that  they
may  have  and  reach  for  that  humaness  that  they  have  and
a  humaness  that  I  have.  Eventually  we  are  able  to  have
a  successful  intervention.  To  be  able  to  approach  a
situation  having  all  the  knowledge  and  all  the  skills
and  life  experiences  and  to  be  able  to  reach  out  and  on
their  level,  not  in  a  self-disclosure  kind  of  bay  -I'm
very  clear  about  self-disclosure  and  boundaries,  but  in
a  very  direct  gay,  firm  fair  and  friendly,"

m  Iriterventions

Once  trust  and  a  systems  perspective  is  utilized  in

assessing  the  situation  with  the  client,  the  interventions

used  by  the  respondent's  in  the  eighteen  examples.  Table  1
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Table  I

Soae  Qualities  of  Interventions  Used  by  Respondents

Intervention Qualities

Obtainind  clean:ind  help

Enlistxnd  family

Referral  to  a  doctor

or  health  professional

Referral  to  therapist

Advocatinq  on  target

system  for  client

Most  popular  choice

Effectxve  intervention  when

limited  time  was  available

78%  of  examples  used  this

intervention

Sometimes  effective  as  a

short  term  :intervent:ion  and

often  useful  as  a  lon@  term

way  of  preventind

accumulation  33%  used  thxs

interventxon

Used  ghen  assessment

xndxcated  a  physical

health  problem  was  part  of

reason  for  accumulation

Used  in  11%  of  the

ln  terveri  t  10n  exainp  leS

often  cons:idered  too  time

consum:in@  and  impractical

Used  in  27%  of  the

:intervent:t.on  example

often  on  the  health  dept
Note-  n=l8,  mort  than  1  intervention  may  be  used  per  n
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:illustrates  some  of  the  qual:ities  of  these  different

interventions Helpini  clients  obtain  resources  for

cleanin[  and/or  on@oing  clean:in[  assistance  was  :tdent:ifxed

as  the  most  successful  intervention  by  four  of  the  seven

respondents Five  of  the  seven  respondents  l:isted  that

:interventxon  in  their  top  three  of  most  successful

:interventxons  One  respondent  stated  that  an  :intervent:ion

based  on  advocatin[  for  the  client  on  a  target  system  like

the  adency  for  adult  protection  or the  health  department  was

f  he  inO S f  Su O 'C' e S S fu  1 Wa7  f, 0  ne  lp  f. heln r  e S O lVe  f  !The '1 '!'  ha  ard  lnJ

s:ituat:ion Other  popular  interventxons  were  enl:istinJ

family  or  friends  and  helpin@a  the  client  to  find  alternate

housing

Although  helpxni  a client  to  obtain  resources  for  a

ma3or  clean-up  and  ongoin@  clean:in@  help  was  a popular

cho:ice  for  xntervenxng  and  was  perce:ived  used  78%  of  the

time  many  of  the  respondents  felt  that  it  was  ,)ust  part  of

a successful  :intervent:ion  Stated  one  social  worker

I  don  t  th:ink  we  really  understand  why  people  are  :in

these  situations  it  3ust  depends  on  the  individual  as
to what  IS  goinl  on  There  could  be  a lot  of  xssues
but  you  don  t altxays  have  a lot  of txme  to  fidure  out
that  stuff  e:ither  because  they  could  be  in  liv:ind
condxtions  that  are  really  danJerous

Another  social  gorker  seemed  to  express  the  fut-ility  of

clean-ups  by descr:ibxn[  a  client  who  had  over  several  years

who lxved  :in three  different  dwell:inds  The  client  would

fxll  up  each  dvellin@  'hith  possessions  and  then  be moved  on

to the  next  daplex  after  her  hoard:in@  behaviors  were
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discovered.  Eventually,  this  client  suffered  a

physical  set-back  which  forced  her  to  move  to  a more

structured  assisted-livin@  situation  where  she received

re@ular  cleaning  help  as part  of her  contract  for  staying

there.  This  experiem,e  led  the  respondent  to  com:'lude  that

when  working  with  voluntary  clients  who  refuse  cleanin@

assistance,  the  only  other  option  is  to  maintain  a trastin@

relationship  because,  "eventually  ti'iese  ti"iirigs  hava  a t-iay  af

workin@  themselves  out."

Another  respondent  shared  a  story  about  a  client  who

was  evicted  from  her  home  and  spent  time  in  jail,  the

hospital,  and an emeriency  shelter  before  findin[  permanent

housin@a.  The  respondent  stated  that  in  each  of these

temporary  housin[  situations  the  client  continued  her

hoardinJ  behaviors.  Despite  the  lack  of  impact  on the

hoardin@  behavior  itself,  obtainin@  resources  for  clean-ups

fOr  'e. !le  all  eiTh f ':aJ aS  Sf  jll  Se  en  aS. a pr  ifflar  ',7 1n  f, er  VeJTh t. SOn

method.  One  respondent  said:

"From  ray licr:spective...helpin@  the  client  to  obtain

resources  for  cleanin@  would  probably  be  the  number  one
solu+.ion  for  helping  them.  I  think  one  of  the  effective

interventions  for  on@oin@  assistance  with  somebody  is
relationship  building,  and  that  one  to  one

relationship...but  I  think  that  cannot  happen  until

there  is  at  least  a  habitable  health  situation,  meaning

marginal  health  standards  and  all  of  that.  "

One  respondent  felt  the  most  successful  interventions

involved  helpin[  a client  find  alternate  housing.  She/he

explained  ghy:

Because  at  the  same  time  I'm  doing  that,  if  I  am
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sucr:esfi:1,  I  Can 1',S!J8-117  gef  eni)L%'}]  sl'ippiirf  SerVIOeS
in  to  prevent  that  situatiori  froi  happenin@  again.
Again,  that  is  a  bi,ga  a if  'a because  ther  are  always
those  clients  that  you  can"t  get  out  of  there
housing,  and  therefore,  you  know  usually,  I  think,
that  if  they  are  healthy  enough  to  @et  out  and  start
over,  they  are  healthy  enough  to  let  some  other
services  in  to  prevent  that  from  happenin[  again.
So  it  may  be  a  reflection  of  who  are  the  clients
that  are  more  likely  to  succeed  than  what  is  the
intervention  that  is  more  likely  to  succeed."

Another  respondent  made  the  observation  that  helpinl

a client  find  new  !'iousind  would  quite  obviously  be  the

most  important  objective  in  an  interverition  if  the  client

had  been  evicted  by  the  health  department  due  to  the

accumulation  arid/or  filth  of  their  dwelling.

Enlistin[  the  client's  family  or  friends  was  also  a

popular  intervention  for  the  respondents  in  the  study.

While  no  one  thouqht  that  was  the  most  effective

intervention,  a  few  of  the  respondents  did  have  success

57  en  1 j  S f  ln,g  f  am l  17  meib  e r  S 0 r  f  r  j  ei"l[j  S 'C tri  !Th ;: I  p  l  21 ;3.

client.  This  gas  particularly  effective  when  the  client

was distrustful  of the  socisl  r.zo'rker,  yet  willin@  to  ltave

their  family  contacted.

In  asking  respondents  about  interventions,  this

study  attempted  to find  out  what  they  gere  usin@  and what

they  perceived  to  be  successful.  Perhaps  just  as

important,  then,  was  what  respondents  felt  would  be  least

successful.  In  every  interview,  the  respondents  made  it

clear  that  traditional  lonq  term  psychotherapy  would  not

be  beneficial  for  most  of  their  older  adult  clients

livind  in  garbage  houses.  There  were  many  reasons  for
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ghy  the  respondents  felt  this  way.  One  respondent  stated

that  lon[  term  psychotherapy  would  not  be  useful  because

clients  living  in  these  homes  were  often  isolative  and

not  willin[  to do  out  of there  environment  to see

sCiietiri  e . One  respCinaei'l  f  Sfa  ted  tF'.at  pS'/t'  ha  fher  apeu  f  LC:

doals  often  included  personality  adjustments,  ghich  they

felt  was  a  futile  goal  with  older  adult  clients  livin@  in

"JarbaJe  houses.  "  In  that  respondent  's words,  "you  can

not  teach  an  old  do[  new  tricks."  While  four  of  the

seven  respondents  stated  that  they  would  be  willin[  to

consided  referring  a  client  to  a  psychiatrist  for

n'iedication  or  counselin@,  only  one  of ther  respondents

had  felt  a  referral  to  a  psychiatrist  had  been  helpful

gith  tl-ie  intervention  examples  cited  in  this  study.

Rt;,+jardin@  the  link  appearin@  ir'i  the  psyc}"sole@y

literature  betgeen  Obsessive  Compulsive  Disorder  (OCD)

and hoardind  behavior,  four  of the  seven  respondents  felt

that  if  there  were  similarities  that  have  been

identified,  they  would  support  a  psychiatric  intervention

aimed  at  alterin@  the  hoardin@  behavior.  Of  these  four

respcndents,  all  four  spoke  of  the  use  of  medications  as

somethin[  they  would  like  to  see  attempted,  especially  if

these  medications  have  had  success  on  people  with  OCD.

Outcomes  of  Interventions

One  outcome  to  the  previously  mentioned

interventions  gas  that  in  sixty-six  percent  of  the

clients  were  able  to  remain  in  their  homes  in  cleaned  up
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hous:in[  Only  one  of  the  cases  ended  up  in  a nursxnH

home  Seventeen  percent  eventually  found  other  permanant

hous:in@  in  either  apartments  or assisted  l:iv:in[  units

Three  questions  in  the  :interv:iew  were  @eared  at

daubing  the  respondents  sat:isfaction  as well  as  their

perceptions  of  their  clxent  s  satxsfact:ion  with  the

interventions  In  Sxxty-s:ix  percent  of  the  intervention

examples  the  respondents  felt  like  they  were  satisfied

with  their  interventions  In  twenty-two  percent  of  the

xnterventxon  examples  the  respondents  were  not  sat:i.sf:ied

with  the  intervention

While  a ma,)or:ity  of  the  respondents  expressed

satifaction  w:ith  their  xnterventions  they  percexved  that

thexr  clients  vere  satisfied  with  the  interventions  fifty

percent  of  the  time  In  addition  The  respondents

reported  that  their  clients  were  satisf:ied  with  their

hous:in@  situation  after  the  intervention  only  forty-faur

percent  of  the  t:ime  (n=l8)  Seventy-five  (n  8)  percent  of

the  cl:ients  uho  were  sat':isfxed  with  both  the  respondent  S

xnterventxons  and their  housxn@  s.ituat:ion  after  that

intervention  had  rece:ived  heavy  clean-up  servxces  as  a

part  of  their  :intervention

In  askin@  the  respondents  for  new  ideas  for

.xnterventxons  that  even  they  have  not  tried  two  of  the

seven  stated  they  would  like  to  try  to  help  the  cl:ients

obtaxn  fxnanacxal  resources  to  help  them  improve  their

home  environments  Examples  of  possible  financial
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resources  midht  be Minnepolis  Community  Developement

Agency  or  HUD money.  No  other  clear  ideas  were  really

stated,  except  that  one  respondent  stated  more  direction

from  the  field  of  psychiatry  might  be  helpful.

Theoretical  Outcomes

This  study  asked  the  respondents  to  identify  one  or

more  theoretical  orientations  that  had  most  influenced

their  interventions  on  older  adults  living  in  "qarba[e

houses."  These  theoretical  orientations  and  the  reasons

[iven  for  their  preference  are  illustrated  in  table  2.
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Table  2

Theoretical  Basis  For  Intervention  Techniques

Theoretical  Orientation Reason

Systems  perspective

Problem  solvinl  model

Psy:'ho-social

Behavioral  theory

Psychoanalys  is

Offered  broad  perspective

for  dealin@'  with  client

issues.  Provided  a  useful

context  for  creative

solutions  and  chances.  6

of  7 prefer  this  model.

4  of  7  preferred  this

model.  Useful  for

establishin[  client  trust

by empowerind  client  to

solve  the  problem.

Helpful  in  providind  a

psychological  perspective

for  understandin[

client's  isolative  social

behaviors.

Used  in  terms  of  natural

l::On  Fi e'2  ii  en  '3 e S f  0 r  C 1  L en  f. S

vs.  rewards  for  complyinz

gith  clean  up  effort.

Not  favored.

Note:  n=7.  More  than  one  theoretical  orientation
could  be  choseen  per  n.
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Four  of  the  seven  respondents  stated  that  the

principals  of the  problem  solvind  model  had been

instrumental  in  their  interventions.  While  problem

solvin@  is  not  a human  behavior  theory,  it  does  make

assumptions  about  the  abilities  of  the  clients  and  human

service  practitioner  that  are  different  from  a  theory

like  psychoanalysis.  Two  of  the  seven  listed

psycho-social  theory  as  influencin[  their  intervention

techniques,  ghile  two  of  the  seven  also  mentioned  that

their  techniques  involve  natural  consequences  for  the

clients  which  are  close  to  behaviorism.

ixi  r)escribin[  the  "Garbage  H

As  the  respondents  discussed  and  described  their

cases,  several  interesting  trends  emerged.  While  the

initial  referral  source  for  the  respondents  depends

largely  on  the  respondent's  place  of  employment,  it  is

interesting  to  note  that  half  of  the  referrals  made  gere

by  adult  protection  agencies  or  health  department

inspectors.  None  of  the  eighteen  intervention  examples

mentioned  by  the  respondents  involved  the  client  makinJ

the  initial  referral  to  them.

In describinJ  the  environment  of the  older  adult's

dwelling,  seventy-eight  percent  of  the  intervention

examples  felt  it  was a "darbade  house"  because  it  matched

the  part  of this  study  S "darba5ge  house"  definition  which

describes  a [arba@:e  house  as beini  full  of accumulated

possessions  to  the  point  where  passage  from  room  to  room
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or  area  to  area  is  difficult.  However  it  is  important  to

note  that  seventy-two  percent  of  these  dwellings  met  more

than  one  of  the  criteria  used  to  describe  a  "[arba@e

house.  "  In  other  words,  not  only  were  these  dwellings

full,  but  they  gere  unsafe,  infested,  or  contaminated

with  !iuman  or  animal  waste  materials  as  uell.  Three  of

the  respondents  described  homes  where  there  were  dozens

or  hundreds  of  cats  or  dois  which  were  urinating  or

defecatin[  in  the  homes.  One  respondent  described  a  home

where  the  hard  t.yood  floors  had  been  warped  and  stained  by

an  incontinence  problem  of  one  of  the  clients  which  had

done  untreated  for  a lond  period  of time.  Forty-four

percent  of  the  intervention  examples  commented  that  there

rhas  unrefriJerated  food  ghich  had  been  left  out  and  had

spoiled.

Possible  C  

The  intent  of  this  study  was  to  not  try  to  determine

what  causes  the  [arba@e  house  phenomenon.  Yet  two

qaestions  ir'i  the  intervieg  vere  directed  at ;ettirl@  art

idea  of  what  +.he  respondents  assessed  the  cause  of  their

client's  accumuated  posessions.  The  reason  these

questioris  uere  a.sked  is  because  it  is  part  of  the  problem

solving  procedures,  psycho-social  assessments,  and

behavioral  or  psycho-therapeutic  techniques  to  assess  the

problem  and  the  causes  of  that  problem.  The  results  of

these  questions  were  broken  dogn  into  [eneral  categories

of  mental  health  issues,  physical  health  issues,
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depression,  hoardin[  behavior  over  time,  lack  of  support

from  family  or  friends,  or  an  "other"  category.  Ttgelve  of

the  eighteen  intervention  examples  cited  multiple  causes

for  their  clients  predicament.  These  assessments  of

causal  factors  of  Jarbale  houses  are  listed  in table  3.

Table  3

Frequency  Distribution  of  Factors  Attributed  to  Causing

"Garbage  Houses"

Causal  Factor Assessed  Frequency

Mental  health  concerns 55%

Physical  concerns 44%

Hoardinz  behaviors 16%

Grief  issues 16%

Lonliness  or  isolation 11%

Lack  of resource  knowledle 6%

Laz  iness 8%

Note:  n=l8.  Percentage  adds  to  more  than  one  hundred

because  more  than  one  causal  factor  could  be  stated  per

intervention  example.



The  table  shows  us  that  fifty-five  percent  of  the  causes

for  clients  who  have  developed  their  homes  into  darba[e

houses  gere  attributed  to  mental  health  issues.  Physical

health  issues  (44%)  were  the  second  most  frequently

mentioned  reason.  Hoarding  behavior  over  time  was  listed

as  one  of  the  causes  in  only  sixteen  percent  of  the

cases.

These  intervention  examples  contained  assessed

causes  that  did  not  fit  into  any  of  the  above  catedories

55%  of  the  time.  Some  of  these  other  causes  for  older

adult  clientas  to  develop  the  living  conditions  they  did

r..zere drief  issaes,  lcneliness,  isolation,  lack  of

knogledJe  about  help  available,  laziness,  illiteracy,  and

financial  losses.

The next  question  focusin@  on  the  respondents

assessment  asked  what  they  believed  the  client  attributed

their  surroundinls  to.  The  answers  to  these  questions

were  broken  dovn  into  similar  categories  found  in  the

responses  to  the  previously  asked  question.  It  was  found

that  eighty-eight  percent  of  the  ei,ghteen  clients  had

communicated  to  the  respondents  that  they  did  not  adree

that  their  environment  was  a  problem  for  themselves  or

others  in  the  community.  This  assessment  of  their

situation  is  different  from  the  responderits,  who  often
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approached  the  client  s  env:ironment  with  the  foregone

com:'las:ion  that  it  needed  work In  forty-four  percent  of

the  intervention  examples  the  clients  believed  that  they

would  need  their  accumulated  items  xn  the  future

Respondents  Att:itudes

The  final  tgo  questions  in  the  interview  attempted

to  describe  what  the  respondent  s  attitudes  were  when

gork:in[  wxth  older  adults  living  in  "[arba[e  houses' T he

respondents  were  @iven  a  h'st  of  opt:ions  whxch  best

described  the:ir  attitudes  re[ardxn@  workin[  wxth  clxents

ut  thes  types  of  enviramnerits  and  theix  a:sked  to  :i.ndi.cate

uhat  they  thoJht  the  result  of  thxs  attitude  was  on

thexr  clients Fxve  of  the  seven  respondents  descr:ibed

thexr  attitudes  as  curious  three  of  seven  admitted  that

the  cl:ients  liv:in@  aond:itions  made  it  difficult  to  work

wxth  them  yet  four  of  seven  again  stated  that  the  work

was challendin[  and reward:in[

Once  the  respondents  attitudes  were  described  they

were  asked  to  rate  the  affect  of  their  attitude  on  these

older  adult  cl:ients  living  in darbaJe  houses  More  than

half  of  the  respondents  (57%)  felt  their  attitudes  had  a

stron@  positive  affect  on  the  clxent  and  thexr

tnterventions  wxth  them  while  two  of  the  seven

respondents  surm:ised  that  thexr  attitudes  had  a weak

posxtive  affect  on  the  client  Only  one  of  the  seven  felt

that  hxs/her  attitude  had  a  weak  negative  affect  on  the

client
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To  summarize,  this  chapter  has  found  that  the

principle  of establishin@  trust  was endorsed  by all  of

the  resondents,  and  the  systems  perspective  gas  thought

to  be  helpful  by  six  of  the  seven.  In  slizhtly  less  than

half  of  the  intervention  examples  in  this  study,  the

respondents  felt  clients  were  satisfied  with  results  of

the  respondents  intervention.  Helpin@  the  client  to

otytain  resources  for  cleanin[  gas  t.he  intervention  cited

most  often  by  respondents  in  their  examples,  with

enlistin[  family  and  friends,  helpin@  the  client  to  find

alternate  housing,  and  workin@  with  the  health

departments  also  commonly  mentioned.

These  "5garbaJe  houses"  were  described  as often  not

only  meeting  one  of  the  criteria  listed  in  our

definition,  but  sometime  two  or  all  of  them.  This

1nd  1C- afeS  fhaf  f  The !'  11  en  fS  il0f  Oil  l\  !Th aC! aOO  Llmu  laf  ed

items,  but  also  unsanitary  livin[  conditions.  In

assessing  the  t'.air;e  of  the  accinnulated  items,  unsanitary

and/or  unsafe  condition3  mental  health  disabilities  were

most  often  identified  as causind  the  situation,  followed

in  frequency  by  physical  health  problems,  [eneral

hoardin@  behavior,  and  a variety  of  other  reasons.

The  results  of  the  study  have  partially  answered

some  of  the  study  questions,  such  as  how  human  service

professionals  are  intervening  and  which  interventions  are

successful.  The  results  supply  enouqh  information  when
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combined  with  the  literature  review  to  form  some

theoretical  constructs  and  to  hypothesize  about  ghat  is

most  effective  t.zhen workind  vith  older  adults  who are

living  in Jarbade  houses.  The conclusion  chapter  will

lay  out  a workin@  hypothesis  based  on  this  study  s

results.
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Chapter  Y:  Conclusions

This  chapter  will  focus  on  several  key  points  that

T-7ere  brou@ht  up  ln  '!,i'le  in  ferV  jeW  Ct 8. ta,  11t  era  tu  '!' e  reV  jet,

and  results  section  of  this  study.  It  will  focus

primarily  on usinJ  the  results  of  the  data  to  su@@est  the

most  effective  way to deal  with  older  adults  livind  in

@arba@e  houses.  After  presentin@  the  hypothesis  this

study  gill  discuss  why  the  data  from  this  study  led  us  to

those  conclusions.  Finally,  this  section  gill  discuss  the

limitations  of  the  study  and  its  implications  for  furt.her

research.

A  Hvpothesis

A working  hypothesis  for  r.rorking  with  older  adults

with  hoardind  behavior  living  in  [arbaJe  house  is  as

follovs:  A systems  perspective  should  be  utilized  within

the  problem  solving  framework  when workind  with  clients

in  @arba[e  houses.  The  initial  and  subsequent  contacts

with  the  client  should  have  three  primary  Hoals.  The

first  is  to  establish  trust  with  the  client  and  maintain

it  throughout  the  relationship.  The  second  is  to  assist

the  client  in addressin@  their  housing  environment  by

helpinJ  them  obtain  the  most  effective  resources  for

tje  a l  ln;  "  j  t  li-i f. !'le  l  '!  S 1tu  af  j. On . T Fie  f  hj  rC! J20 a 1  1S  f  O Fle lp

the  client  obtain  the  Ion@  term  ri-';sources  necessary  to
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create  a permanent  chance  in  the  dynamic  or  dynamics  that

led  to  the  @arbade  house  situation  in  the  first  place.

These  steps  should  be  undertaken  deliberately  and  in  the

sequential  order  they  are  listed  here.  They  are  presented

as  sJ@ested  buildin@  blacks  for  a successful

iriterventicn  witl-i  these  clients.

If  these  three  @oals  are  the  bricks,  the  human

service  professional's  skills  and  experience  must  be  the

mortar  for  a  successful  intervention.  These  professionals

must  have  exercise  patience,  caution,  and  a  "contractozs"

mentality  t,o  come  up  gif.li  the  resources  necessary  to

successfully  re-build  on  what  may  be  years  or  decades  of

hoardind  behavior.

F3;B   Hypothesi5

This  hypothesis  was  arrived  at  by  analyzin[  the  data

obtained  from  this  study,  By  breakin[  the  hypothesis  down

into  pieces,  we  can  support  it  with  this  stady  s  results.

The  hypothesis  starts  with,  'A  systems  perspe:'tive

should  be utilized  when workind  with. Used  by  six  of

tlile  seven  respt]'lden  '.S  3ITh thlS  SfuC5',  f.lllS  per  SpeCt  lVe  IS

necessary  for  the  reasons  that  were  elaborated  by  the

respondents.  A  systems  perspective  helped  during  the

assessment  when  the  respondent's  tried  to  assess  what

symptoms  were  interactind  with  the  client  and what  kind

of  balance  or  homeostasis  they  have  reached.  It  is

suJdested  that  this  perspective  continues  to  help  durin@

the  intervention  as  the  human  service  professional
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attempts  to  impact  the  client  s sustain:ind  and nurturin@

system  and  to  create  a  new  homeostasxs It  is  an

important  tool  in each  of the  three  buildinl  blocks  and

to  cont:inue  with  the  wall  metaphor  it  is  the  main

in@red:ient  in  the  mortar  the  human  service  professional

should  use  The  systems  perspective  was  also  used  by  SIX

of  the  seven  respondents  in  this  study

The  workin@  hypothesis  does  on  to  state  that  the

systems  perspective  should  be  used  wxthin  the  framework

of a problem-solv:ing  relationship  with  the  client  AJaxn

'iZ f-z e tl S. e Of  a p '!' 051  em-  =. OIV  ln@  iil ade  1  T+7 8.S :)Cl en  f,lfl  ed 5 ']  fl  Ve

out  of  the  seeven  respondents  as  a  useful  tool  for

workin@  with  the  :identif:ied  population  Th:is  part  of  the

hypothesis  could  be  seen  as  more  controversial  because  of

the  responses  from  the  interviews  whxch  xnd:icated  an

overwhelminl  ma.)orxty  of the  client  S :in these

xntervention  examples  stated  they  did  not  think  the:ir

dwellinJ  s  environment  vas  a problem

Nevertheless  a  problem  solv:ing  technique  similar  to

Compton  and  Galaway  s  (1989)  outlxne  could  be  util:ized

One  model  that  15  similar  but  does  not  contain  as  much

problem  landuaJe  is Re:id and Epstein  s (1977)

task-centered  approach  which  has  a  s:im:ilar  outline  The

reason  the  problem-solvinJ  model  15  the  desired  approach

when  working  gxth  these  clients  :is  because  it  empowers

and  :involves  them  in  the  decision  which  can  then  lead  to

trust  if  the  human  service  professxonal  keeps  up  their
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part  of  the  contract.  Since  establishind  trust  is  the

first  buildind  block  in  our  the  projected  renovation  of

the  @arbaQe  house  problem,  the  problem  solvin[  technique

is  desired.  Within  the  cciriLexts  of  hi-ith  the  systeins

perspective  and the  problem  solvin@  approach,  it  is

possible  to  utilize  other  human  behavior  theories  or

techniques,  as  lon[  as  they  are  con@ruent  with

maintainin@  the  trust  of the  client.

If  trust  is  so  important,  ghat  are  some  of  the  gays

it  is  achieved.  Several  different  thinds  were  mentioned

by  the  respondents,  like  being,  "firm,  fair  and

friendly"  ghile  at  the  same  time  bein[  real  clear  about

boundary  issues.  Another  respondent  spoke  of  trust  in

terms  of,  ",just  usind  common sense' and  advocatin[  for

what  the  client  wants.

One  situation  where  this  study  S  respondents  had

more  cif a challexi,ge  e:;tablishinH  trast  gas  M!'leri  the

worker  was workinz  with  either  non-compliant  or

non-voluntary  clients.  In  these  sjtt'iations,  it  is  aiicst

necessary  to  by-pass  the  trust  issue  in  order  to

literally  [et  your  foot  in  the  door.  One  respondeht

described  that  this  could  be  achieved  with  as  little

confrontation  as  possible.  However  once  the  respondent

had  established  initial  coritact,  even  if  it  is  throJh

what  this  respondent  described  as,  "rather  creative

measures they  reported  that  the  professional  should

then  proceed  ta  establish  trast.
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The  next  buildinq  block  is  to  help  the  clients

attain  the  resources  or  services  they  need  to  help  them

address  their  concerns  about  their  housin[  environment.

It  may  be  difficult  for  the  client  to  agree  to  clean  up

their  housing  or  throw  things  away.  Indeed,  there  were

two  examples  where  the  clients  of  the  respondents  felt  so

stressed  by the  process  of havind  to [et  rid  of  their

accumulated  items  that  the  respondents  felt  it  led  to

their  death.  In  these  situations,  if  the  client  is

voluntary  and  refusin[  adamantly  to  [et  rid  of  their

belongings,  the  human  service  professional  may  have  to

back  off  for  a  period  of  time  until  the  client  is  ready.

The  clients,  for  a  variety  of  reasons,  are  very  attached

to  these  items.  So without  a trustin@  relationship  with

the  human  service  professional,  the  client  will  probably

never  allow  the  human  service  professional  to  suffffest

that  they  zet  rid  of some  of their  accumulated

possessions  .

A ma.jor  clean-up  need  not  be  the  only  alternative  in

these  situations,  although  it  is  hard  to  avoid  in  most

'Z!';i'eS..a anJi'i!:!'al'e'SPCil"-l"a'oC2Tht eKX""':ae"a:l"'r\'jai'lg"'i'+C)(a"e7'y"'a{'leCl3er-'f

to  move  to  housing,  vhere  home  services  such  as

homemakin[  and  meal  preparation  were  available,  as  the

most  desirable  intervention.  One  of  the  points  of

utilizinJ  a problem  solvin@  technique  is  that  it  allows

the  client  to  en@ade  in  a contract  with  the  gorker  to

find  a mutually  desirable  solution.  The Joals  to be
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agreed  upon  gill  depend  on  each  individual  situation,  as

the  data  on  all  of  the  different  interventions  clearly

shoged  there  is  not  just  one  intervention  that  hill  gork

in  every  or  even  most  situations.

The third  brick  of this  theory  stresses  lond  term

planning.  When  respondents  gere  able  to  follow  the  client

over  a period  of  months  or  even  years,  the  respondents

concluded  that  lonq  term  planning  was  needed.  These

clients  often  reverted  back  to  their  hoardin@  behaviors

as  soori  as  their  hon'ies  were  cleaned  up.  If  t.hey  moved  to

a  new  home  due  to  eviction  or  by  choice,  often  those

homes  also  soon  became  cluttered  with  items.  These

discoveries  led  several  of  the  respondents  in  this  study

to  feel  frustrated.  AS  one  respondent  put  it:

"It  can  be frustratinH  because  you  spend  so much
time  on them  and  you're  kind  of  spinnin@  your  wheels
most  of  the  time.  But  the  people  are  SO  interestin[
in  these  houses  so  if  you  can  [et  any  little  thing
done  it  is  really  @reat.  "

This  study  is  indicatin[  that  the  behaviors  which

led to the  "@arba@e  house"  are  inzrained  in  the  client

system  by this  time,  and that  the  lon@  term  [oal  for  the

human  service  professional  would  be  brick  three:  to

introduce  a chance  into  that  system.  Respondents  in  this

study  had different  ideas  about  what  that  lon@  term

chance  mizht  be.  One felt  movinH  the  client  to  a

different  settin,g  with  social  interactions  arid  home

services  would  be  one  way  to  effectively  help  their

clients  chande  their  systems.  One  respondent  talked  about
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Jettin[  healthy  professionals,  family  members,  and  health

services  involved.  Two  respondents  felt  that  @ettin@  a

volunteer  or  volunteers  matched  up  with  the  client  for  a

lon@  t.erm  would  be  a way  for  the  client  to  @et the

support  and  @uidance  they  needed  to  make  permanent  and

lcriJ  lastiri@  cliariJes  ih  their  living  environrnent.s.

The  choice  for  lon@  term  interventien  lies

prjiia,srj  1S7 gith  the  client  ia  a problem  solvinH  iitoi'iel

(Compton  and  Galaway,  1989).  What  the  clients  ultimately

a5gree  or  do not  a[:ree  to  do  is  a stron@  indication  of

what  their  strengths  are,  as  gell  as  what  their  insight

into  their  own  behaviors  are.  If  a  lot  of  people  do  have

insight  into  their  hoarding  behaviors,  as  the  Frost  ar'.d

Gross  (1993)  seemed  to  suggest,  the  problem-solving

strategy  seems  to  make  a  lot  of  sense.  As  one  respondent

observed  vhen  he/she  was discussir5j  the  lon@  term

intervention  cf finding  assisted  livii"i,"  iiousin@:  "If  I  am

successful,  I  can  usually  qet  enouJh  support
services  in  for  a  in  for  a  client  to  prevent  that

[behaviorl  from  happenin@  slain.  Again,  that  is  a
bi@  oifa  because  there  are  always  those  that  you
can't  @et out  of  their  housing.  'rherefore,  you  will
know  usually  if  they  are  healthy  enough  to  let  some

other  services  in to prevent  that  from  happenin@
azain.  So  it  may be  a reflection  of  who  are  the
clients  more  than  ghat  is  the  intervention  that  is
more  likely  to  succeed.

This  strategy  of short  term  and lond  term

intervention  was supported  in the  study  done by Kei@her

and  Kutza  (1991)  on  homeless  older  adults  which  suggested

that  a  tgo-pron[ed  attack  of  emergency  intervention
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folloged  up  by a more  lon@  term  plan  seemed  to  be  the

most  effective  way  for  dealin[  with  homelessness.

The  figures  from  this  study  seem to  su@@est  the

possibility  that  these  respondents  were  often  intervenin@

with  clients  in  a very  short  period  of  time  under  a @reat

deal  of  pressure.  It  also  identified  several  intervention

examples  where  lon[  term  intervention  strategies  were

attempted  to prevent  the  accumulation  of [arbade  in  the

future.  As  Warren  and  Ostrum  (1988)  pointed  out,  their

clients  listed  "future  need"  as  one  of  the  reasons  they

do not  dispose  of  possession.  Perhaps  a lon@  term

intervention  is  one  way  to  break  the  cycle  of  insecurity

aboat  vhat  the  fatiire  may hold,  by establis}iinH  security

for  the  client.

Lizita

This  study  was  primarily  an  exploratory  qualitative

effort  to  explore  interventions  bein@  done  with  clients

livin@  in  @arbade  houses.  A major  limitation  of  this

study  is  that  it  did  not  actually  interview  the  client's

of  the  respondents  to @et their  perspective  on  the

interventions  used.  This  limitation  was  most  apparent

when  the  respondents  discussed  what  they  thought  the

client  wag;  perceivihq.  Rather  than  ggo through  the  filLer

of  the  respondent's  perceptions  and  memories  of  the

interactions,  it  would  have  been  more  at,curate  to Jet  the

clientas  opinions  first  hand.

Another  limitation  of  this  study  is  the  lack  of  data
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on  the  s'ize  or  scope  of  the  problenn  S:ince  the  city

health  departments  do  not  keep  statistics  on  the  number

of  "darba@e  houses"  they  come  :in contact  gith  in a d:iven

year  xt 15  hard  to [auge  3ust  how bid  of a problem  this

is  Another  limxtation  in  the  data  was  this  study  s

inabxlity  to  report  how  many  workers  there  are  in  the

Twin  Cities  Metropolitan  area  that  have  worked  with  these

types  of  clients  That  may  have  been  another  way  to  @et

an  idea  of  hog  b'i@  a problem  this  is

Much  of  the  research  in  thxs  study  is  based  on  the

premise  that  some  interventions  for  dealing  w:ith  '@arbage

house  clients  are  better  than  others  This  txorkxn[

hypothesis  was  an  attempt  to  f:ind  a  better  way The

possxbxl:ity  remains  however  that  the  intervention  beind

successful  may  be  more  of  a  function  of  the  client  amd

there  ab:ilxt:ies  than  whether  one  intervention  :is  better

than  another

Implications  fw   Research

The  proposed  working  hypothes:is  needs  to  be  studied

with  a randomized  sample  of respondents  One su@@estion

gould  be  to  do  an  empirically  designed  mult:iple  base  line

study  with  a control  droup  could  be  attempted  with  a

representative  sample  of older  adults  livin[  .in larba[e

houses  This  study  could  compare  the  outcomes  of  clients

who  received  an  intervention  based  on  this  study  against

those  who  rece:ived  :interventions  differed  :in  one  or  more

of  the  areas  mentioned  in  the  hypothesis
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Th:is  study  has  discussed  lon@  term  :interventxons

but  was  unable  to  firid  out  ghich  ones  were  more  effective

than  others  when  workin[  with  the  :identif:ied  populat:ion

Further  research  should  try  to  isolate  these  lon@  term

strate@:tes  so  they  can  be  tested  to  see  if  they  are

effective

Recommendat  ions

This  study  has  attennpted  to  explore  the  problem  of

darba[e  houses  on  a mxcro  level  To  explore  this  topic

on a bitter  scale  local  communities  have  to  do  a better

3ob  of  keep:ing  statistics  on  the  prevalence  of  this

problem

Another  recommendat:ion  is  that  the  term  '@arbaqe

house"  be replaced  by a less  pe,)orative  term  While  th:is

term  may often  accurately  describe  the  dwelling  often  it

15  misleadind  and  IS  almost  algays  degrading  to  the

cl:cent  Perhaps  the term  hoarder  could  be  used  in  its

place

m  Conclusions

To summarxze  this  study  explored  the  topic  of  older

adults  lxving  ':+n garbage  houses  and attempted  to  answered

the  exploratory  questions  of  what  human  service

professxonals  are  doin[  w:ith  these  cl.ients  Based  on  the

:intervent.xon  examples  the  study  also  explored  vhxch

xnterventions  are  more  effective  and what  theoretical

perspect:ives  are  held  by  the  respondents Finally  a

workin@  hypothesxs  was proposed  wh:ich  :incorporated  the
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results  of  this  study  Thxs  workind  hypothesxs  recommends

a  systems  perspective  for  the  intervention  with:in  a

problem-solvin@  method  establish:in[  a trustinq

relat:ionship  with  the  cl:ient  and workin@  at both  lon@

and short  term  xnterventxon  strategies  and @oals  that

controls  for  the  client  d:iagnosis
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Appendix  A

Interventions  Kith  Older  Adults  Kith  Hoarding  Behaviors

in  "Garbage  Houses."

Consent  Fore

You  are  invited  to  be  in  a  research  study  about  older

adults  who  live  in  "@arba@e  houses"  For  the  purpose  of

this  study  the  term  "Jarbaie  house"  will  refer  to a

dwelling  with  possessions  of  food  or  non-food  items  in

the  livin@  areas  of  the  dwelling  ghich  have  accumulated

to  such  a de@ree  that  it  constitutes  a health  hazard,

fire  hazard,  or  creates  difficulty  movin@  from  room  to

room  vithin  the  dwelling.  You  have  been  selected  as  a

possible  participant  because  I  have  become  aware  of  your

work  with  older  adults  livin@  in @arba@e  houses.  I  ask

that  you  read  this  form  and  ask  any  questions  you  may

have  before  a[reeinl  to be  in  the  study.

This  study  is  beind  conducted  by  me  as part  of  my

master  S thesis  at AuJsburg  College.

Background  Inforaation:

The  purpose  of  this  study  is  to  find  out  how  human

service  professionals  are  intervening  to  help  older

adults  living  in  "darbaJe  houses."  As  I  compare  and

[ather  information  from  the  respondents  a  theory  and
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hypothesis  should  emerge  on  what  intervention  or

interventions  gill  be  successful  with  these  clients.

Procedures  =

If  you  agree  to  be  in  this  study,  I  will  ask  you  to  do

the  followin[  thinds.  First,  meet  with  me at your  work

office  at  a  pre-arranged  time  convenient  to  you.  Second

be  prepared  to  be  interviewed  in-depth  on  the  topic  for

anywhere  from  45 to  90 minutes.  Durin@  the  interview  I

will  ask  you  questions  related  to  your  encounters  with

older  adults  living  in  Jarbade  houses.

Third,  this  interviev  vill  be  tape  recomed.  At  any  time

durinJ  the  intervieg  you may ask  to  stop  the  tape  if  you

d 0 n 0 f  T-7an f, a O ohimen  f  r  e 0 0 r  tj ed  . A 1  S O,  'j  Oi2 ina7  S f  Op  '.  he

interview  at  any  time  and  ask  me  to  surrender  the  tape

to  you.  Once  the  interview  is  completed  the  tapes  will

be  transcribed  within  72  hours,  and  them  erased.  The

written  transcriptions  will  be  put  in  a  locked  file  and

destroyed  no  later  than  June  30,  1995.

Confidentiality  :

The  records  of  this  study  will  be  kept  private.  In  any

sort  of  report  I  might  publish,  I  will  not  include  any

information  that  will  make  it  possible  to  identify  a

sob,ject.  Research  records  will  be  kept  in  a  locked  file:

only  this  researcher  will  have  access  to  the  written

records,  disks,  or  tapes.  The  tapes  will  be  transcribed

and  erased  within  72  hours  of  your  interview.
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Risks  and Benefits  of  Bein@  in  the  Study:

In  ttie  interview  questions  every  effort  will  be  made  to

stick  to  your  professional  experiences.  Because  you  will

be  relatin8  experiences  that  you  have  had  with  a

valnerable  popal.ation,  it  is  pc'issible  that  you  could

mistakenly  ideritify  a  clier.t  Therefore,  I  ask  that  you

revievz  all  case  records  of  pertinent  clients  before  our

iritervieg  arid  ao  not  bririg  case  files  to  the  intarviev.

This  way  you  will  reduce  the  likelihood  of  reveaLin@  a

client  s  identity  to  me.  Fi.nally,  yciur  identity  will  be

!<ept  confidenti.al  in  the  a.<>taal  written  study.

The  benefits  to  participation  are  none.

You  wi'Ill  receive  no  nonetary  payment  for  your
participation  -

Voluntary  nature  of  the  study:

Yrn'ir  decision  on  whether  or  riot.  to  partit-<ipat.e  vq:il!  not

affect  your  current  or  future  relations  hiih  A-aBsbar@

Colle@e.  If  you  decide  tc  participat.e,  you  ars  fre'ie  to

githdrag  at  any  time  withoaat  affecti.ri,g  these

re  lat  icnships.

Contacts  and  Questions:

The  researcher  conductiJ  this  study  is  Hank  Schoonover.

ya-a  may  ask  any  quesf.inns  you  have  now.  If  you  }iave

questions  later,  you  may  corii.act  me  at  3425  32nd.  Av.  S

Minneapolis,  Hn,  55406.  (H):  724-8980,  (W)  a 863-1049.  My

advisor  is  Mary  Lou  Williains,  330-1157.
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You  gill  be  given  a copy  of  this  fore  to  keep  for  your
records  -

Statement  of  Consent:

I  bove  read  the  above  inforraation.  I  have  asked

questioas  and  have  received  answers.  I  consent  to

par  f  10:  1  pa'f.  e lr'i  tbe  S fud)'  .

Signature Date

S i@naf.ur  e Of  lIlVeSf  jqafor Date
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Appendix  B

Interventions  on  Hoarding  Behaviors  in  Older  Adults
Interview  Qustionnaire

I  Demt4raphic  Iriformatian

A.  Basic  Derno@raphics:
i.  Gender:  a.  female  
2.  Identif  ied  race  ( opti..:inal  ) :

a.  African  Americari   d.
b.  Caucasian  e.
C!.  South  East  Asia.n  f.

b.  male  

Native  American

Latino

ot  he  r

B.  Professiooal  Experience:
3. . Current  position:

4.  Len.g'eh  of  time  at  current.  position  ( in  years  ) :
1-3  4-6  7-9  10  or  more

5.  Human  service  BackJrouna:
a.  social  work  e.  chemical  dependency
b.  psycholo@y  f.  qerontolo@y
c.  psychiatry  H.  nursin@
d.  Jerontolo@y  h.  other

C.  Educational  Back@round:
6.  Co1  leqe  De(gree  :

a.  associa't.e  de9rae,,
b.  bachelcr  dedree,,
c.  masters  dedree,
d.  doctorate  de@ree

7.  Professiorial  3icensure:

e.BSW

f.MSW-

g.other

Lla STi

Licensed  psycholoqist

LGSW

e.PH.D.

f.  o'r.her

H.  riorie

IT.  Experience  arid  Interventicns  with  the  clients:

G'uestions  8  through  17  will  be  ansgered  ir'.  sequence
for  each  case  the  respondent  recalls.  The  respondent
gill  answered  8 throJh  17  for  one  case,  they  will
move  on  to  the  next  case.  Orice  all  the  cases  have
been  recalled,  the  interview  will  proceed  on  with  the
next  case.

8.  What  was  the  referral  scarce  for  your  older  aduLt
client  liviri@  iri  a qarba@e  }iouse?  (Respondent  may
choose  more  than  one  answer).
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family  or  friends  of  the  client
city  health  department

county  social  worker
adult  protection  social  worker

nursin@  home  or  hospital  social  worker
clientas  doctors  office
private  social  service  agency
court  ordered

other

9 What. gas  the  initial  housin@  situation  of  the
01  L"'-,t=i ',  Wh.en  ']  Oii  We r  e  r  ef  er  r  ed  fO  f  klem?
a.  client  livinq  in  condemned  housind
b.  client  livin@  in  housiri@  gith  orders  for
clea.nin@  or  health  department  will  condemn
c.  clieot  in  hospital

d.  clierit  in nursin@  home
e.  client  ].ivin@  with  friends  f.  other

the  type  of @arbaJe  hoases  your  client
(Respondents  may  state  more  than  one

prob  lem.

to  items

10.  Descr  ibe

lived  in.

arisger).

a.  a.ccumulated  iteras,  unable  to  move  easily  or
safely  from  room  to  room.
b.  food  items  resultin@  in  pest  control
c.  dwellin@  gas  declared  fire  hazard  due

being  stored  in  ar'i  unsafe  manner.
d.  other

ll.What  was  your  assessment  of  the  cause  of  the
client-s  accumulated  possessions?  (Respondents  may
state  more  than  one  answer).
a.  physical  health  problem  or  disability
b.  mental  health  problem  or  disability
c.  hoardir'i@  behavior  over  time
d.  depression

e.  lack  of  support  from  family/friend
f.  other

12.Wha.t  reason  did  the  client  give  for  their
accumulated  possessions?  (Respondent  may  state
more  than  one).
a.  physical  health  problem  or  disability
b.  mental  health  problems  or  disability
c.  hoarding  behavior  over  time
d.  depression

e.  client  was  overwhelmed  by  magnitude  of  the
clean-up  and  did  no'i  knog  where  to  start.

f.  client  thoJh  accumulated  possessions  might
be  useful  at  some  point  in  the  future.

q.  clierit  had  developed  a  sentimental  attachment
to  the  object.s.

h.  client  reported  bein@  unable  to  decide  what  to
throw  away.
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i.  other

13.Given  the  clientas  housiJ  situation,  type  of
garbaqe  house,  and  yours  and  the  clieritas
aS  se!jsfflen  t, 0j'  t  lie  (:auSe  f  Or  f  he  ai:iOilmtl  l  a  f  jOn,  Wha  t
was  your  interverition?  (Responderit  may  state  more
than  one)

a.  referred  to  another  therapist
b.  no  iritervention,  please  state  reason
c.  helped  c2ierit  obtain  resoiirces  for  a  clean-up
and an-Hoiri,g  cleaning,
d.  helpsd  client  find  new  housing
e.  advocated  an  clientas  behalf  with  another

yourself.

S  family  to  resolve  the

tar@et  system.
f.  provided  therapy
,g.  en.l  isted  cl.ient  '

inat  ter.

h.  helpea  client  obtain  financial  assist.ance.
0 t  he  r

14.Where  vgas the  clierit  livin@  after  your
interventicn  with  them?
a.  caridemr.ed  housin@
b.  cleaned  up  housin@
c.  housi.n@  with  crders  for  cleanin@  or  health

department  wilJ  condemn
d  in  hospital

e.  i.n nursxn@  home
f.  !ivin@  witn  friends 9.  other

"-5.Was  c.lient  satisfied  with  their  housing  situation
aft.er  f.!'ie  interventiori  T.7aS  aornpletsd?
a . 'j  e S !-.i . rT O (-' . C:l Ci r'l O C kn  0 YR a . 0 f  he  r

16  . W aS  f  21e all  en  t  S 8  fl  S f  j  e'-f  W lf  h  t  he  ln  t  e r  Ven  t  I On a?
a.  yes  b.  no  c.  do  rict  know  d.  other

27.Are  you  satisfied  with  the  results  of  your
ir.terventicn  with  the  client?
a.  yes  b.  no  c.  do  not  know  d.  other

Qasstions  18  throagh  25  will  be  answered  only  one  time

28.W-i  have  discussed   interventioh  examples.  What
is  your  estimate  of  the  total  number  of  cases  that
you  have  had  with  clien(s  in  these  situations?

19.What  specifically  have  you  found  to  be  more
effective  in  your  gork  hith  alder  adults  living  in
Jarba@e  hauses?  Why?
a.  referra3  to  a  theraoist
b.  helpind  client  obtain  resources  for  cleanup
and  on-going  clear'iing.

c.  helping  clien't.  find  new  housiJ
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d.  advocatin@  for  client  with  another  target
system.

e.  therapy  or  counseling  sessions  qiven  by
yourself.

f.  enlistin@  clientas  family  to  help  resolve
clean-up  d.
other

20.What  interventions  would  you  like  to  try  with  70ur
future  clients  to  help  them  t>han@e  their
eovironments  or  behaviors  but  have  riot  attempted?
a . r  e f  e r:  r  a  1  t  O a  f  ane r  ap  1  S f  '?
b . helpin@  c.iient  obtain  resources  far  cleanup  and
On -@ Olng  Cle  an jng  .
c.  helpin[  cliant  find  new  hoasin@
d.  advccatin@  fcir  client  gith  another  target
system.  e.  therapy  or  counselind  sessians  Jxven
by  yourself.  f.  enlistin@  alj.eritas  faraily  to  help
resclve  ciearr-up  g,-
ot  her

IIA  Theoretical  Orientaticn:

2i.Would  yoa  characterize  your  intervention  techryique
as  adherin@  to  any  of  the  following  humari  behavior
theories?

a.  psychoanalytic

b.  behavioral

c.  coqnitive

d.  psycho-social

e.  problem-soivin,g

f.  other

22.People  with  hoardin@  bel-iavior  have  been  described
in  the  psychology  literature  as  sharin@  some  of
the  same  characteristias  as  pecple  with  obsessive
compulsive  d.isorder  (OCD).  OCD  is  often  treated
r-rith  the  fi.:illogiri@  types  af  interveritions.  Would
you  or  have  you  suppart.ed  ihe  ase  of  any  of
these  kirids  of  iriterveritians  with  the  older  adult
clients  you  have  ]  served?  Why  or  'hhy  not?
a.  psychoanalytic  psychotheyapy
b.  cognitive  behavioral  techniques
c.  medications

23.A  systems  perspective  iri  social  scierices  takes
into  account  the  clientas  internal  physical  and
psychological  systems  as  well  as  the  immediate  and
supportin,g  social  eovi.rorinii-nts.  Do  you  use  this
system  perspective  wheri  dealirig  with  older  adults
livin,g  in  garbage  houses?  Why  or  why  not?  a.  yes
b.  no  explanation:

IV.  Professional  attitudes:
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24.Please  describe  your  attitudes  reqardinq  working
with  clients  in  these  types  of  environments.
a.  disqust  at  the  client  's  livin[  conditions
b.  clients  2iving  conditions  make  it  hard  to
work  with  them.
c.  natural  curiosity  as  to  hog  they  ended  up  in
their  liviri@  conditions
d.  no  different  than  any  other  type  of  client.  e.
siork  is  challenJizJ  and  revardinJ.
f.  other

25.Wha.t  afafect  does  your  overalI.  attitude  about
workinq  witri  these  c2ients  have  ori  your  ability  to
work  with  older  adults  livin@  in garbage  houses?
a.  stron@  ne@ative  affect
b.  weak  negative  affect
c.  no  a.ffect
d.  weak  positive  affect
e.  stron@  positive  affect
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